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INTRODUCTION 

Should State Enterprises have any role in a developing 

economy? What is their economic rationale as opposed 

to justification on ideological grounds? 

Given the cha'racteristics of an LDC economy -

dual economies with multilevel technology; 'empty boxes' 

in the input-output matrix; degree of dependence on DCs; 

dependence on narrow economic base; segmented markets; 

segmented social and incomes structure; lack of compre

hensive and neutral flows of information - it is clear 

that the development goals of growing welfare for all 

with optional resource use and allocation cannot be 

effected by private enterprise alone through the workings 

of the free market price mechanism analysed in economic 

theory. 

Unbalanced spread effects are more likely to increase 

internal inequalities and dependence on a narrow base 

and on DCs if sole reliance on private enterprise is 

adopted as a development strategy. This is exemplified 

by the 'growth without development' models of the colo

nial era. Moreover, from Marshall, it was realised long 

ago that the theoretical model of the free market price 

mechanism carries a degree of negative 'externalities' 

- a factor which has led to current corrective state and 

inter-state actions on the environment. 

The role of State Enterprises can be seen in the 

context of rational state measures and instruments neces

sary and designed to promote a broadly based development 

which permeates through internal rigidities of an LDC. 

All LDCs have opted for varying degrees of state 

action and participation in the development effort. In 

particular, a variety of National Development Corpora

tions (NDCs) have been established in addition to public 
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bodies for de~eloping social and economic overheads. 

Some of the NDCs have been short-livedj others succeed

ed in reaching stages at which reorganisation into 

specialised sectoral Corporations has been attained 

(as in Egypt, Tanzania and Zambia, etc) according to 

respective government ideological stategies. 

In the case of Uganda Development Corporation Ltd 

(UDC), established in 1952, new functions of running 

enterprises seized by the Amin regime in 1972 were im

posed on top of an irrational reorganisation. Consequent

ly, the UDC lost its effectiveness and momentum after a 

few years. 
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DIFFERENTIATION 

Diversity among LDCs (state philosophies, size, resource 

structure, background, etc) has seen the emergence of a 

wide variety of state enterprises designed to promote 

development as instruments of policy or as agents of 

governments. The following distinctions among different 

types of state enterprises will help to put into perspec

tive certain generalisations from the UDC example we 

shall use,. 

Sector Coverage And Mixed Ownership 

A National Development Corporation Bank may be designed 

for general coverag,e; a specific sector (usually Agri

culture or Industry); or for a special subsector or. item 

(e.g. sugar, tea, housing, hotel, etc). Any of these may 

be required to promote the private sector only, or only 

the public sector, or may operate in both. 

Some 'of the Corporations/Banks are wholly owned by 

respective governments; or by government plus other local 

parastatals (Central Banks, nationalised Insurance Com

panies); others have minority private participation in

cluding international financial institutions and foreign 

governments. 

NDCs and Development Banks 

NDCs can be regarded as 'non-pure' Development Banks in 

the sense that they use own management as the main means 

of planning, implementation and follow-up investment in 

running established enterprises. The 'pure' DB usually 

restricts management participation to Board level and is 

usually smaller in staff structure than an NDe. In con

sidering roles, the distinction between a DB and an NDC 

is not basic. When an NDC is set up as the main, 
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or one of the main instruments for spearheading develop

ment in one or more sec-t:fons,-ifcan-be-vTewe-cCas -a -DB 
with the additional feature of management part:icipation 

{Our use of NDCs will include Development Banks}. 

'Market' and 'Non-Market' NDCs 

'Market' NDCs are those State Enterprises set up to pro

mote development through commercial-type projects which 

are expected to show book profitability not significant

ly divergent from current levels of profitability in the 

domestic private sector. Some 'market' NDCs have speci

fied minimum return on: capital stipulated by the Govern

ment, but the majority have some flexibility including 

the une case. 

'Non-market' ones cover either 

(a) both commercial~type and socially profitable projects 

(e.g. Eastern Nigeria Development Corporation: 

Industry and rural roadworks; Northern Region Develop

ment Corporation: Industry, Training, Settlement 

Schemes); or 

(b) specific economic or social overheads: Capital De

velopment Authority in Tanzania and Nigeria; Water 

Boards; Boards for Settlement Schemes, etc. 

The distinction between social and financial profit

ability is highly significant in considering the role of 

State Enterprises. 
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NDCs and Public Sector Enterprises 

State NDC operations lead to a stream of permanent or 

of temporary public sector enterprises as they complete 

the implementation of each project. 

Where there are provisions for selling-off estab

lished enterprises to the private sector (e.g. earlier 

Ghana Industrial Development Corporation), or the minor

ity participation in joint ventures (e.g. Development 

Finance Companies of Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda), or for 

operating in the private sector only - the NDCs would 

not multiply permanent public sector enterprises to the 

same extent. 

In all cases, the roles of established subsidiary 

state enterprises should be distinguished from those of 

their parent enterprises. The former have secondary but 

significant roles in development tied to the functioning 

of the latter. 

The third stream of public sector enterprises arise 

from nationalisations or reservation of sub sectors to 

government with or without NDC operations. In some 

countries the policy of government control of specified 

sectors took effect before NDCs were introduced as means 

of economic development. 

In 1948, for example, India and Burma defined sectors 

reserved for Government monopolies (arms, atomic energy, 

railways); new undertakings reserved f'or the state (coal, 

iron and steel, aircraft manufacture, telephone equip

ment, mineral oils); and existing enterprises in sectors 

other than the above in which Government control was to 

be achieved over a period of years. 

The Burmese specifications were even more comprehen

sive, prompting the UN to pUblish its 'Foreign Investment 

Laws and Regulations of countries in Asia and the Far 

East' and similar ones for Latin America. 
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Subsequent similar policies in other LDCs were 

followed from the 1950s onwards: e.g. India and Sri 

Lanka expanded specification of state sectors from 1966; 

Egypt, Guinea and Algeria embarked on comprehensive pub

lic sector strategies; and by the mid-1970s, Mozambique 

and Angola had embarked on Marxist strategies with little 

room for mixed enterprises. 

As mentioned above, the stream of state enterprises 

which arises as a result of partial or comprehensive 

state control strategies may_ or may not involve the 

functioning of respective NDCs. Where they do, as in 

the Zambian case illustrated below, then the distinction 

of roles in development is the same as the primary

secondary type indicated above. Otherwise the government 

itself retains the primary role even if individual st-ate 

enterprises may have autonomous or semi-autonomous 

status as in the models of Centrally-Planned Economies. 

The Zambian example is illustrative of the features 

being distinguished here. 

The Industrial Development Corporation of Zambia 

Ltd was renamed INECO Ltd in April 1970 when it became 

a fully-owned subsidiary of ZIMCO which had been estab

lished by the state to hold government's mining and in

dustrial portfolios. 
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INDECO's sister subsidiary company, MINDECO had been 

formed to hold 51% of shares in two mining companies and 

was also a subsidiary of ZIHCO. 

Government created a machinery with which to effect 

its policy of expanding the public sector in the form of 

ZIMCO. For individual acquisitions in the mining sector, 

ZIMCO had a special subsidiary company, MINDECO. 

To streamline governmental industrial and mining 

activities, INDECO, not an acquisition body but a develop

ment one for the industrial sector, was made a subsidiary 

of ZIMCO and continues as an NDC in the role of the former 

Industrial Development Corporation of Zambia. 

Due to wide sector coverage and a large volume of 

business, the National Transport Corporation Ltd was 

formed to take over transport enterprises from INDECO. 

Further, The Rural Development Corporation became the 

NDC for the Agricultural and Livestock sectors. 

Permanency or otherwise depends entirely on govern

ment policy. The opposite case to the above is to be 

seen in the industrialisation period of Japan. During 

1870-1900 the Japanese government established many enter

prises and sold them to Japanese capitalists once they 

became operational. In the end, hardly any state enter

prises were left other than a few public utilities. 
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MAIN POLICY\AND DESIGN ISSUES IN RELATION TO THE 

DEVELOPMENT ROLE 

The,Basis of UDC 

The main factors leading to the establishment of UDC in 

1952 ,were the following. 

,(a) The coffee and cotton export price boom of the early 

1950s which boosted government surpluses allocable 

to development expenditure. 

(b) The Owen Falls Hydro-electric pow~r station, then 

under completion, was going to have surplus capacity 

after nearly half the power of the first phase was 

supplied to Kenya. Government was motivated to play 

an active role in accelerating industrialistioh. 

(c) The momentum of post-war ,awakening to development 

needs had already induced the government to produce 

the first 10-year Development plan 1946-1957. A 

more coherent development approach led to action

orientation. 

From the Ordinance (now referred to as the Act) and 

preceeding Legislative Council debates, it was clear that 

UDC was to be a' major instrument of ,government inpromot

ing economic development on a national basis. The Elec

tricity Board was already set up to administer the power 

station and to plan future supply; and the Coffee and 

Lint Marketing Boards continued independently. 

In pursuing its objectives, UDC, was 

,(a) to have no restriction on coverage of sector's, nor 

compulsory powers for acquisition of established 

enterprises; 

(b) to operate on commercial lines arid be subject to 

ordinary company laws except in the special cases 

of government directions and formal authorisation 

of each new investme'nt; 
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(c) to have an open-ended provision for future private 

or other governmental participation in its own share

holding; and also in any of the enterprises it would 

initiate or promote; 

(d) to have no restriction on the size of investment in 

any enterprise or research undertakings it decided 

to promote. 

Clarity of Status Respecting Financial and Social 

Profitabilitv 

Some 'market' NDCs are designed to undertake only pro

jects which show financial returns on investments. In 

such a case, it is necessary to build into its design a 

flexibility that will allow for initiatives on long term 

projects. Otherwise it would have but little role to 

play in promoting development. 

Secondly, the government concerned need's to retain 

a capacity for initiatives in the 'non-market' sectors 

via other NDCs and extension work, especially in the 

Rural Sector. Without these other measures, a 'market' 

NDC which is expected to make profits, is likely to play 

a negative role by promoting high-income urban biases; 

to restrict mass access by charging maximal prices; to 

pay lowest wages, etc. 

For other NDCs, the UDC example represents a suit

able mode for the mix of book profitability and social 

profitability. The mode is concise and can be commonly 

perceived by decision makers, the UDC Board, and the 

public. 

Variants of similar provisions are to be found in 

the current Hungarian formula for her state enterprises 

and in some of those in Yugoslavia. The lack of this 

clarification in a large number of State Enterprises in 
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developing countries has tended to undermine their re

spective roles, e.g. undue emphasis on one (book) at 

the expense of other (social) aspects, or vice versa; 

and the introduction' of differential conceptions on the 

NDC's ~ole among decision-makers, the public, and the 

NDC planners. This is especially damaging where no sep

arate bodies or policy measures exist for developing 

commercial and semi- or non-commercial types of projects. 

Section 6 of the UDC Act states: 

The Governor-in-Council may give the Corporation direc
tions as to the exercise and performance of itsfunc
tions in relation to matters appearing to concern public 
interest: . 
Provided that the Board certifies that it is of the opin
ion that the carrying out of any such directions may 
prejudice the Corporation's financial position, the 
Board shall not carry out such direction until Legisla
tive Council has approved the direction and has guaran
teed that any loss made by the Corporation as a result 
of such direction shall be borne by the revenues of the 
Protectorate ... 

In addition, Section 5 provides that government 

shall meet the financial costs of UDC research facilities 

which benefit the country as a whole rather than only the 

financial.prof.itability of UDC. 

The now reorganised Eastern Nigeria Development 

Corporation provides a classic example of the kinds of 

problems created when an NDC is designed to cover both 

commercial and social projects but without defined modes. 

This corporation was established in 1955 to take 

over the then-existing organisations of the Production 

Development Board and the Loans Board, with no policy 

changes from what the two bodies were pursuing previous

ly, thus landing the corporation with responsibility for 

industrial development and for 'non-market' schemes in 

agriculture and roadworks. Moreover, the corporation 

continued to operate under the direction of the Ministry 

of.Agriculture (Commerce and Industry added in 1963) 

whereas the Minister of Commerce and Industry stated in 
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December 1956 that: 'The Eastern Region Development Cor

poration is Government's chief Industrial Agent .•.. " 

(From a speech at the opening ceremony of the Corpora

tion's new offices). 

Heavy pressure on the corporation led it to defend 

itself in the quarterly Eastern Region Development under 

the heading, 'Bear 1'1i th Us': 

Quite a lot has been said on the floor of the Eastern 
House of Assembly, and in the Press, in sharp criticism 
of the E.R. Development Corporation. 'Our reaction to 
these criticisms is one of humble request that those of 
you who feel strongly about our shortcomings should bear 
wish us .•.. It will take a bit longer for the various 
development schemes to come to full production on a 
profitable basis ••.• It will be appreciated also that 
a substantial part of the corporation's working capital 
is invested for developing and improving the road struc
ture of the Region •..• which will brin no direct return 
to the corporation ...• (emphasis ours. 

Strictly speaking, the corporation itself had no 

major shortcomings. Its projects profile at the time 

indicated that its development role was positively effec

tive for the Region. The fault was to ,give the corpora

tion a 'market' 'label which was not its real mixed status. 

Throughout its history, this corporation has been 
subjected to severe criticism owing to'different concep

tions of its role. Smooth operation was severely affect
ed. During March-April 1963, for instance, it was forced 

to invite ,Assembly Members, Chiefs, Councillors, and land

owners of each District' to tour ERDC projects in their 
respective Districts on the basis that what could not be 

seen from their books could be seen on the ground. 
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Clarity of Guidelines 

There is always a'dilernrn:a in choosing between comprehen

sive or 'short general specifications. A brief guide

line in general terms may fail to gear an NDC to take 

initiatives'in priority'areas of development; pet pro

jects and prestige projects are more 'likely to be intro

duced. Over-definitions would tend to prej,udice future 

patterns of investment and to eliminate the flexibility 

necessary for anNDC to operate on an optimal course. 

In both caSeS, an NDC would tend to lean heavily towards 

the already developing points of the economy which re

quire least promotion' in terms of its role. The follow

ing examples will illustrate the kinds of problems en

countered. 

(a) The Banco National de Desenvolvimento Economico 

of Brazil was directed by its charter to rank pri

orities in the following, order: Railways, Ports, 

Shipping', ,Electric Power; and Basic Industries. 

This ranking was nota direct extract from the 

National Plan, and in itself made the detailed speci

fication undesirable. The Bank's own cash flow 

considerations caused it to shift to grbwing points 

of the economy by giving 'Basic Industries' a wide 

meaning,- nullifying the original ranking. More

over, as the effect of a un'it of investment must 

vary considerably among the ranked subs'ectors; a 

look at actual investments which appear to follow 

the prescribed priorities, may in fact mean little 

to thbse ranked highest. 

(b) The Agricultural, Industrial, and Real Estate Credit 

Bank of Lebanon was set up to direct its investment 

as follows: 2/5 Agriculture; 2/5 Industry; 1/5 Real 

Estate. 
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To begin with, such a definition is inoperable over 

time as all investments are in discrete phases and cannot 

keep a strictly prescribed proportion among concurrent 

projects. Secondly, as in the case of all other NDCs 

today, the borrowing powers of the Bank and use of credit 

facilities would make it difficult to define at any time 

its investible resources and relate it to proportions 

previously specified. 

In the case of unc, .the objectives and modes were 

defined in broad but unambiguous terms. It was then 

subjected to ordinary Company Laws of the country. The 

majority of LDCs have followed this course for their 

'market' NDCs. 

In all cases, a balance between clarity and flexi

bility should be struck. At the operational stage, to 

ensure consistency between NDC guidelines, operation and 

the National Plan, it is desirable that the NDC itself 

should be involved in the national planning process at 

the highest level. In Uganda, the Chairmen of UDC and 

of the Electricity Board were also members of the Planning 

Commission along with a number of Cabinet Ministers. 

ECONOMIC SECTOR COVERAGE 

The important rationale for designing an NDC of general 

scope is to establish an effective machinery which can 

pursue and take advantage of the 'Balanced Growth' ap

proach. In the case of Uganda, the conditions and 

immediate potentials warranted this basis. It is doubt

ful if the longer term diversification projects - estate 

tea development with out-grower schemes, commercial beef 

ranching with out-ranchers, etc. - could have been estab

lished on the same national scale. This was achieved by 

UDC quite early on through ploughing-back profits from 
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the more profitable industrial companies, and throug~ 

being able to raise substant~al long-term finance due 

to broadened assets position. 

In many respects,the national integration of the 

economy is more l:!J$:ely, 'to be developed by a general scope 

NDC. Levels of necessary coordination, planning and 

implementation are reduced to a minimum as opposed to 

when there are a numQer of sep~rate specialist NDCs. 

However, one cannot generalise with certainty on the 

relative pqints of sector coverage. ~uch depends on re

source limitations in relation to t~e volume of business 

that the NDC has to handle. This is why many NDCs which 

started with g~neral, coverage re~ched stages at Which 

sectoral separation became necessary. Alternat~vely, 

separation in other cases has,resulted in the creation 

of Umbrella Holding Corporations, as in the Zambian case 

above. 

Some LDCs have reasoned that agr:j.cultural develop

ment requires a sp~cialist NDC from the start., The idea 

is that agricultural projects mostly require long-term 

capital as compared with manufacturing; and that planning, 

marketing, and processing are better integrated in a 

sPecialized Agency. NDCs for subsectors or single items 

have been designed on this basis or as results of re

organisation. In principle, the advantag,es of 'balanced 

growth' is still achievable through central planning and 

coordination at operational levels. In practice, however, 

such coordination is likely to suffer through burequ

cratic 'empire building', differential standing and in

fluence of Ministers, etc. 

It can be generalized that the smaller aIDCs would 

probably run the risk of duplication of ove,rheads by 

establishing several specialised NDCs. Such, countries 

might be well-advised to design only one general scope 

NPC to ,integrate respective governmept development par-
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ticipation outside government departments. 

Several other advantages of general scope NDCs 

worth mentioning are: 

(a) The NDC would be in a position to develop and refine 

a uniform system of project identification, study 

and evaluation, which would ensure better priority 

ranking and investment criteria as proposed, among 

others, by OECD, the World Bank, and Little & 

Mirrlees. This would strongly complement and raise 

the quality of central planning. 

(b) The NDC is better placed to take 'adjustment' pro

jects - e.g. to minimise regional inequalities; to 

increase the production of an item to boost foreign 

exchange earnings capacity if a crisis develops; or 

to relieve a depressed region - without significant

ly affecting its overall financial position. 

(c) It can decentralise its corporate management struc

ture. This is more amenable to the evolution of a 

condensed and technically-adequate Head Office, 

capable of assessing and directing new investments 

with relatively greater precision, than a restricted 

NDC. Specialist semi-autonomous subsidiaries and 

Divisions would meet the arguments for specialisa

tion. 

(d) The NDC can minimise areas of conflict between sub

sectors of small-scale enterprises to be established 

and those to be displaced in the foreseeable future 

(especially if it has no restriction on size of pro

jects promoted). It can more satisfactorily ensure 

complementarity from its general coverage position 

- e.g. an Industrial NDC operating separately from 

a special NDC for small-scale enterprises could 

conceivably wipe off some enterprises promoted by 

the latter from time to time. 
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(e) It is better able to counterbalance negative aspects 

ofTNC ciperaticin-s"1.n- c-6unE'rre-swfiere ·they areaHow

ed to participate. 

Subjection to ordinary company laws may not be appro

priate for most 'non-market' NDCs, but it has certain in

built safeguards for efficiency: 

(a) Decision making methods, management procedures, 

technical and professional capacity, are more suit

ably attained from the standard practices of other 

efficient companies. At the Board level favourable 

qualities of Directors are implied or specified. 

In the case of UDC, the appointment of Directors in 

every case was to be by ' •.. reason of their ability 

and experience in business administration •..• ' 

When one adds to this the personal liability of 

Directors contained in Company Laws, the effect on 

efficiency is significant. 

(b) Supervisory and administrative capacity is created 

in direct relation to volume of business - thus 

avoiding bureaucratic multiplication common in 

government departments and sem'i-autonomous Boards. 

not structured along commercial lines .• 

CAPITAL STRUCTURE 

Under-capitalisation in terms of envisaged phase roles 

and commitments has been a root cause of many NDC prob-

. lems and of placing others into degrees of negative 

roles. In Uganda, gross under-capitalisation of the 

Uganda Electricity Board forced it to pre-empt rural 

electrification indefinitely. Financial costs and re

payment schedules forced it to maintain relatively high 

tariff charges. with a negative effect on industrial 

development. A strange situation has occurred of lower 
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tariffs being charged for power supplied to Kenya than 

those that applied in Uganda from this same hydro source. 

Substantial provision of, and actual subscription 

to, initial UDC equity capital, provided a sound basis 

for planning immediate and future investments according 

to a rational phasing .of projects. This was made poss

ible by windfalls in export earnings as indicated above 

- special and uncharacteristic circumstances for current 

OIDCs. 

In some cases, governments have provided most, if 

not all the initial capital of its NDC in the form of 

loans on concessionary or near-commercial terms. This 
saddles the NDC, from the first day of its operations, 

with interest and repayment burdens. Negative features 

then come into play, such as 

Room for flexibility in considering financial and 

social returns according to rational priorities is 

curtailed. 

The NDC would tend to maximise the prices of its prod

ucts and services; seek undue protection and subsidies, 

etc. All this would be against its development role 

as its course would become more and more urban-biased 

and high-income biased. 

Ability to initiate individual projects based on appro

priate capital structuring for smooth completion and 

operation becomes limited by its own weak capital 

structure. 
Under-capitalisation and loan capital problems are 

also suffered by many State Enterprises in DCs. For 

those that are established in order to promote develop

ment in LDCs, such as the German Development Company and 

the UK Commonwealth Development Corporation, the effect 

on the positivity of .their roles is noteworthy. For 

example, as at 31.12.1976, the capital of the Commonwealth 

Dev'elopment Corporation consisted of: 
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Capital Liability to.Government £19,645,045 

Deferred Liability to Government - £16,190,840 

Secured" and Other Loans £ 1,190,009 

These carried current liabilities of £~7,485r345. 

Advances by government to that date. are repayable at 

various dates up to the· year 2008 at rates of interest 

ranging' from three to 13.7 per cent.·. 

Apart from forcing CDC to concentrate on projects 

with the highest- financial· returns, irrespective of a 

country's development priorities, a study of abortive 

projects that it has promoted suggests that- they failed 

mainly because of unsound capital structuring'. 

In most cases there are provisions for the respec

tive government either to capitalise some of. its loans 

to an NDC into equity, or to write these off at. some 

future date. The above considerations would still apply. 

The NDC "s ab-ility· to. undertake concurrent projects, or. 

to effect a wide horizontal integration in .the case of 

a specialist NBC, would be limited to annual consider

ations. The NDC cannot be precis~ about its capital 

position in the range of. three-to-four years,. which is 

a reasonable planning period for projects requiring 

commitment or rejection. Timings of capital availability 

and the proper phasing of new projects would be out of 

line for most of the time. 
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NDCs AND SMALL-SCALE ENTERPRISES 

Reservations to deliberate incorporation of small-scale 

enterprises in government participation and national 

planning may be caused by the following. 

(a) Economies of large-scale modern enterprises intend

ed to dominate activity in the long run, would pro

duce cheaper and better quality goods and services. 

Should a stage be reached for a large-scale enter

prise to be warranted for a product hitherto par

tially produced with public assistance on a small 

scale (e.g. leather tanning, fishing, shoe making, 

pottery, etc), the resulting displacement of many 

small-scale operators (if their vested interests can 

be politically overcome or suppressed) would mean 

wasted resources. 

(b) The efficient administration of small-scale enter

prises nationwide would entail prohibitive costs. 

The failure risk is high, making it an unsuitable 

area for the use of public funds. 

(c) Only a small proportion of people would be promoted, 

introducing new elements into the internal pattern 

of inequalities. 

Against these, one notes the residual and persist

ent sectors of small-scale enterprises in DCs including 

CPE countries (smallholder farms). In a development 

context, the impact of small-scale enterprises on employ

ment, incomes, increased mass access, use of scarce re

sources (capital, foreign exchange, local raw materials), 

use of appropriate and accessible technology, and in

creased integration of production and distribution chains; 

are all positive and capable of being planned to occupy 

a vital position in a broadly-based development plan. 
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Within the perspective plan of a country, current 

and future groups of enterprises and activities of small 

scale will be found which would be complementary and/or 

supplementa'ry to the planned core of industrialisation 

and modernisation in all sectors. 

Specialised NOCs for the promotion of small-scale 

enterprises have been established in many LOCs. Never

theless, all NOCs - specialising in particular sectors 

,or of unrestricted coverage - have significant roles in 

the small-scale and informal sectors. The key areas are: 

(a) Maximisation and spread of sources; use of local 

contractors for inputs and outputs; and disposal 

of waste products and materials usable in the in

formal sector and in small-scale enterprises. 

(b) Emphasis on horizontal integration as opposed to 

vertical integration of large-scale enterprises, 

e.g. 

(i) A vertically-integrated cotton textile mill 

in an LOC that produces cotton, is likely to have 

a lesser development impact than a project of sim

ilar capacity in which cleaning, ginning, and 

spinning are decentralised to numerous cooperatives 

and small-scale operators. Most other industrial 

projects can be similarly decentralised. 

(ii) In agriculture, livestock and fishery pro

jects, the integration of small-scale producers 

through outgrower-type schemes is advantageous, or 

decentralisat'ion based on specialisation. 

Unfortunately, project planning or the formulation 

o,f programmes by a large number of NOCs do not pay ade

quate attention to these principles, with the result that 

either: 
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(a) they have found themselves in roles damaging to 

development; or 

(b) they have attracted reactions that are damaging to 

their continued smooth functioning. 

This can be illustrated with the following examples. 

(a) In Uganda, UDC set up a large-scale shirt factory 

which displaced numerous small-scale shirt manu

facturers. This was done with Japanese partners. 

The factory was based on duty-free imports of tex

tile materials despite the fac·t that UDC owned a 

local textile mill and that former operators had 

used local textiles and only a small proportion 

of imported materials which carried a high duty. 

UDC was influenced by the availability of a soft 

loan for the project provided by the Japanese 

government and profits expected in the short term. 

However, the damage of causing net unemployment and 

pf operations behind undue protection is obvious. 

Again, when UDC established a meat processing 

plant (on another foreign government credit for a 

turnkey project), it could not get off the ground 

for more than ten years, a principal reason being 

the vested interests of numerous butchers who had 

political influence. Integrating features covering 

loc·al cattle marketing-ranching-processing-local 

and export marketing, were not adequately incorpor

ated into UDC's planning for the meat industry. 

Only its ranch schemes incorporated out-ranchers. 

(b) The displacement of small-scale enterprises by 

large-scale projects caused serious controversy in 

1956-57 in the then Eastern Region of Nigeria. 

The capital-intensive Pioneer Palm Oil Mills Scheme 

established by the capital-intensive ERDC dis

placed thousands of hand-press small~scale producers. 
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Moreover, the Corporation's funds for the scheme 

came from the same group of small producers in 

the form of surpluses of the Palm Produce Market

ing Board, which formed part of the capital of·' 

. the Corporation. 

(c) In the late 1970s, Japanese TNCshave signed 

joint venture agreements with most Asian countries 

for off-shore fishing in territorial waters. Re

spective interests are operated by specialised NDCs 

for the fisheries sector inmost cases. 

The resulting trawler fishing, processing by fac

tory ships, and fish and fish meal exports to Japan, not 

only reduced or wiped out the livelihood of hundreds of 
thousands of traditional fishermen and rendered them un

employed or under-employed, but also accelerated over

fishing in national waters. For a populous region such 

as this with relatively high unemployment rates, this 
pattern of developing the fishing ihdustryis a damaging 

one. In only a few cases, such as the Kerela Shrimp 

Scheme, have local fishermen been integrated satisfactorily 

into expansion arid modernisation of the industry. 
It may be argued that increased foreign exchange 

earnings from large-scale joint-venture fishing could be 

used for other development purposes which would eventually 

benefit displaced fi.shermen and'improve the availability 

of fish products. In practice, however, the rigidities 

and lack of 'spread effect', together with the wO'rsening 

debt situa'tion cif Asian OIDCs, are more likely to keep 

the traditional fishermen in their displaced position for 

the foreseeable future. 
In the sniall'-scal'e enterprises sector, the nature 

of the positive role of a specialised NDC .is the same as 

that for all other NDCs. Unlike the late 19th century 

Japanese model, no current developing country has estab-
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lished a specialised NDC for the sole promotion of the 

private sector without having other NDCs for specified 

or unspecified public sector development. In all cases, 

the guiding principle for a better development impact 

is spread and integration. The NDC needs to assess and 

identify its management and capital limitations on a 

regular basis to allow for effective phased operations 

without detracting from the development needs of geo

graphical and social spread. 

OPERATIONAL ISSUES FROM THE UDC EXAMPLE 

The Setting 

By 1952, the Ugandan economy was heavily dependent on 

cotton and coffee grown by family units in most rural 

districts - forming 99 per cent of total exports outside 

East Africa. Seventy per cent of GDP was from Agriculture 

and only six per cent from Manufacturing, restricted to 

sugar manufacture (two estate-based units), cotton ginn

ing, coffee curing, food products, and cigarettes. 

Subsistence activities formed between 25 and 30 

per cent of GDP; out of a total population of 5.4m, less 

than one per cent were in urban areas and less than 0.15m 

adults were in paid employment. Under the 1946-1957 

Development Plan, while assuming that the hydro-electric 

scheme would stimulate industrialisation, the agricul

tural sector was to play a dominant role on a broadened 

basis for which alternatives of collectives, cooperatives 

and small-scale methods were considered. Education, 

health and infrastructural development received the first 

major emphasis. 

In 1951, government revenue totalled £15.8m, of 

which 31 per cent was from Customs and Excise duties. 

Cotton (£5.8m) and coffee (2.1m) taxes formed 51 per cent. 
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The East African Royal Commission· of 1953 strongly. cri

ticised 'th"is metl:loa oT-ra:is:ihgfunds" for development. 

Its Report states on.p. 11: 

We think it would be ebjectienable to impose ferced 
savings en a greup ef indigenous producers in order to 
provide capital for, what is. generally knewn as private 
enterprise •.•• At the time when the. government of Uganda' 
was directing capital in a number ef diverse industrial 
prejects, it was failing to. make adequate Prevision fer 
reads and cemmunicatienswhich weuld.have enceuraged the 
expansien of cetten and coffee preductien 

Two. facters justified the appreach, hewever, i.e. 

the strategy of reducing reliance en two crops, and the 

special, situation ef Uga,ndaat that. time, witlJ. its limi

tatiens en private enterPrise participation. In the 

latter case, the lower average incomes of the African 

pepulation ce~ines with exclusion frem land. ownership 

ef the cemmerce- menepelising Asian greup and of· foreign 

investers, impesed streng limitations·en majer private 

initiatives outside the. primary sector. 

During the 1950-52beom, private enterprise failed 

to. initiate new prejects with which'to utilise the new 

capacity ef the hydro-electric pewer scheme. Initial' 

censumptien trends were as shewn in Table 1. 

Year Industrial Consumption Total Domestic Installed 
(000,000. KWH) Consumption Capacity 

1950 4.6 5.0 9 

1951 10.1 8.7 17 

1952 12.7 13.€j 17 

1954:-55 Capacity en CeIl1l;ltissioning 60 

1Q57 " " " 90 

1959 " " " 120 .. 
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Extracts from the Corporation's Annual Reports and Accounts 

Table 2. Key Growth Statistics in 1970 

Category Position at Comparative Indices 
end 1970(3) 1966=100 1961=100 

Book Fixed Assets (1) 588,061,081/- 138 210 

Book Fixed Assets (2) 481,203,421/- 134 275 

Gross Turnover (1) 614,519,852/- 137 364 

Trading Profit (2) 59,364,534/- 115 295 

Wages & Salaries (1) 109,941,826/- 140 312 

No. of Employees (1) 23,981 115 212 

Table 3. Distribution of the Group's Net Assets by Sector 

Net Assets Comparative Indices 
Sector (1) end 1970(3) 

1966=100 1961=100 

UShs.OOO's % 
Banking, etc. 32,588 10.9 211 n.a. 

Property 15,963 5.3 102 98 

Hotels & Tourism 31,899 10.7 147 238 

Agriculture 71,968 23.8 103 261 

rFood Products etc 45,504 14.4 206 960 

Industrial 16,634 5.6 152 378 

Textiles 69,479 23.1. 118 150 

Fertilisers 8,136 2.8 95 407 
'-

Building Materialf 37,889 12.6 220 109 

Mining 7,455 2.5 109 42 

Less Borrowings 
(4) 

(35,529) (11.7) - -
Total 1301,986 100 148 179 

Notes: (1) Refers ~o the Whole Group 

(2) U.D.C. and its subsidiaries only 

(3) Pre-1967 results hsve been converted from sterling to Ugandan 
currency at rate of 20 U.Shs. = £1. 

(4) Borrowings relate to short term loans, mostly in the financial 
sector 

(5) Capital expenditure for Kilembe Mines is written off as incurred 
per standard practice. 
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____ W]:lj.J_!= __ thfL_sbo.rt-termpr_eblem_ ef surplus capaci ty_ 

utilisatien was envisaged, the leng-term ebjective ef a 

breader. base f'er develepment became the primary func

tien ef UDC. 

Investment and Management Structure: An'O.verview 

The grewth and secter distributien ef UDC investment are 

suinmarised in Tables 2 and 3, while details ef ihvest

ment'and management structure are pertrayed in Charts 

1 to. 5 in the Appendix. 

To. iselate the main epe:r;-atienal facters entrepic 

to. its develepment rele, it is co.nvenient to. analyse UDC 

in three perieds: 1952 to. 1961rep:r;-esenting the initial 

mementum; 1962-1970, i.e. the pest-independence peried 

until the. military takeever underAmin in January 1971, 

and 1971-1980. 

1952-1961 

The first. decade ef UDC's eperatiens was alse·the last 

decade ef celo.n±al rule in Uganda. Thepel'itical cli

mate in celenial Africa generally was deminated by 

natienalist'mevementsfer political independence with 

armed cenflicts in the settler celenies ef Kenya and 

Al'geria. Censtitutienal referms were undertaken in 

Uganda frem 1954 with the aim ef eventual self-rule. 

The general ecenemic·effects ef the political 

setting included thefollewing. 

(a) The emerging pelit'icansraised the exp'ectatiens 

ef the masses for a higher stahdardef living. 
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(b) New uncertainty arose in the minds of non-African 

private investors about the immediate future. 

(c) Greater government attention was given to second

ary and post-secondary education and training of 

Ugandans for all leve-ls of the administration. 

(d) Political reforms induced increased government 

attention to agricultural improvements (marketing 

cooperatives 1 elimination of the middlemen1 new 

cash crops, e.g. tobacco, tea) 1 and economic 

overheads (expansion of telecommunications, trunk 

roads and railways). A Committee was set up in 

1954 to formulate a five-year Development Plan 

and in 1955 a Minister was appointed specifically 

for Land Tenure affairs - reflecting the priority 

given to peasant production in the Development 

Plan. 

The direction of UDC Investments in industry, 

mining, tourism, property, agriculture, and banking had 

several motivating factors. 

(a) Rationalisation by bringing previous government 

investments in commercial enterprises under UDC: 

cement works originally built to supply hydro

electric dam construction1 and Lake Victoria Hotel. 

(b) Investing in other existing enterprises: 

(i) Considered vital or basic - copper mine, 

iron and steel, grain milling', and mineral 

exploration 1 

(ii) considered vital and requiring increased 

protection - textiles1 

(iii) in which existing owners based in Kenya 

sought UDC participation for capital injec

tion to maintain operations - meat packing, 

and fish processing. 
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(c) New long-term projects which private entrepreneurs 
--~----- --'" -,-, ""--"._---

were unlikely to undertake, but which had signi-

ficant impact on broadening development - te'a, 

and hotels'. 

(d) Import substitution - enamelwares and textiles. 

(e) Investment in commercial overheads to induce future 

investment and location of industries - property. 

(f) A move to promote small-scale enterprises - Lombard 

Banking for guarantees and hire-purchase facilities. 

A system of decentralised organisation was evolved 

with the Head Office in four functional divisions before 

expanding to the structure shown in chart 1. Initiated 

projects were implemented by the incorporation of subsid

iary compan'ies which, in the, case of Agricultural Enter

prises Ltd, operated through yet further subsidiary com

panies. Participation with private investors was in the 

form of joint venture companies or simply the purchase 

of shares in existing companies. This latter group will 

be called Associated Companies in order to distinguish 

them from wholly-owned subsidiaries and those in which 

UDC had majority holdings. 

Relation with Subsidiary and Associated Companies 

Though devolved into own Boards and management, UDC had 

the following links with Subsidiary and Associated Com

panies: 

(a) The Chairman represented the Corporation on all 

Boards of Associated Companies. In cases in which 

UDC had more than one seat, other UDC Directors 

filled them. 

(b) The Chairman also became Chairman of the Board of 

each Subsidiary Company, other Di~ectors of such a 

Company being appointed by the UDC and sometimes 

including UDC'Directors themselves. 
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(c) UDC provided Company Secretaries through its 

Secretarial Division, for all subsidiary and 

Associated Companies except Kilembe Mines Ltd. 

(d) An Investment Management Division (later restruc

tured into offices of Executive Directors, chart 

1) formed the link between the GE~neral Manager of 

a Subsidiary Company and UDC, below Board level, 

for both monitoring and assistance when needed. 

The structure was to ensure policy and operational 

coordination at all levels and to provide an authorita

tive focal point at Head Offices. 

Phase 1: Entropic Qualities 

(a) Arising From Government 

(i) Changing political conditions induced government to 

embark on Board appointments of indigenous Directors out

side the provisions of the Act. This was to produce a 

politically-suitable image. 

(ii) Formal relations with government involved a govern

ment Consultative Committee introducing 'interference' 

in the for~ulation and direction of UDC investments to a 

greater degree than the shareholders role governed by 

Company Laws to which UDC was originally subjected. The 

first World Bank Mission to Uganda in 1961 pointed out 

the undesirability of the Consultative Committee machinery. 

UDC autonomy as a 'market' NDC with suitable provisions 

for socially profitable projects was undermined to a cer

tain extent by an intermediate body at the top of the 

Board. 

Over time, these types of political influences 

tended to become the most dominant negative factors, as 

will be outlined under the following UDC phases. They 

tended. to turn an NDC ·away from its original basic ob

jectives. Ministers in LDCs frequently made statements 
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to the effect that their NDCs were to be independent and 

above politics. At the same time, practically all Board 

appOintments (especially in Africa) have moved away from 

neutral criteria to one that is purely political. It 

is common to see wholesale Board and top management 

changes whenever governments change. 

(b) Arising From Within UDC 

(i) Misallocation. These political influences, com

bined with UDC's own weakness in project identification 

and lack of ability to rank new undertakings according 

to developmental criteria, resulted in misallocations. 

It is doubtful whether UDC's early investments in Uganda 
Meat Packers Ltd and Uganda Fish Marketing Corporation 

Ltd were essential or had any development value. 

These were established enterprises owned by a 

Single firm based in Kenya. From its own group position 
it was in a position to plough back more profits and/or 

use the ordinary banking system to maintain its Ugandan 

operations. UDC investments in these companies did not 

create any new capacitY'but only improved their liquidity 

position 1 nor were they undertaken with planned linkages 

for the future development of the meat and fish industries. 

Projected dividends which may have enabledUDC to 

recover its captial did not materialise. In the meat 

case, UDC attempted to rationalise its position by re

garding the original investment as part of the develop

ment of an integrated meat industry, and ended up in 

early 1964 by buying out (again wrongly) private invest

ors at a loss when cattle prices and competition by 

small butchers made the operation unprofitable. By this 

time, UDC included the need to maintain employment in its 

argument for increasing its investment in an enterprise 

which should have been closed, and out of which the 

o~iginal private owners had realised full re.turns on their 

investment. 
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Similarly, UDC bought out the fish company at a 

time when increasing costs (especially of payments to 

small-scale fishermen supplying the company's process

ing operation) had made ,it accumulate heavy losses. 

In both cases, UDC should have started with a 

programme which promoted and integrated existing small

scale Ugandan operators in a phased expansion and modern

isation of the fish and meat industries. The original 

owners of the two companies based their operations on 

paying low prices for ca'ttle and fish supply from tradi

tional producers. 

(ii) Managing Agency Costs. The broadening of the 

educational system to ,cover technical, professional and 

vocational training was not ready at the time of UDC's 

establishment, with the result that for the period under 

review, skilled managerial staff were not locally avail

able for diverse UDC activities. This contributed to 

UDC'sextensive use of Managing Agents for the majority 

of its major enterprises except hotels and tea enter

prises. 

'Sir Arthur Lewis has advocated in The Industrial

isation of the Gold Coast that this system is desirable 

at least in the initial stages, in order to establish 

and maintain efficiency. In his view, the alternative 

of incompetent .and inexperienced local personnel was' more 

likely to result in mistakes that would be more costly 

than Managing Agency fees of specialist firms. This 

would be so provided: 

- the fees reflect actual managerial costs. 

- the Agreement provides for training and ,upgrading of 

local empl'oyees. 

- the Agreement is temporary, with incentives for higher 

efficiency, early localisation, and pena:lties for 10ss

making which cannot be accounted for by unavoidable 



external factors. 
The early UDCManaging~j\.gEmcy_ J\g:J:'eE:lIDents~ did not 

contain these provisions. Firstly, the long-term nature 

of the Agreements did not guarantee efficiency as Manag

ing Agents were assured of fees regardless of whether 

the enterprises they managed made losses or profits. 

Secondly, UDC's capacity for internal cash generation 

for reinvestment in new projects,and for a more rapid 

diffusion of t~echnical and managerial skills must have 

been retarded as a result. Lastly, the Agreements 

reduced UDC's ability to harness the positive aspects 

of TNC operations in Uganda while avoiding negative 

aspects: e.g. Kilernbe Mines could make major adjustments 

affecting exploration activities according to the~Group 

needs of the Managing parent based overseas rather than 

UDC or Ugandan needs. 

(iii) Management Functions vs Initiation of New Projects. 

Given minimum legal requirements for Board meetings each 

year, the system of relations with Subsidiary Companies 

required a substantial part of the Chairman's time at 

the expense of time for formulating UDC Board policies 

to provide efficient direction of new investments. More
over, a systematic own or independerit review of overall 
operations was not undertaken during the period apart 

from yearly surveys for Group budgets and accounts. 

Hence, as the number of subsidiaries increased, 
the tendency to promote new developments wo~uld deceler

ate. 

(iv) Propagation of Internal Inequalities. UDC invest

ment in housing meant a further raising of the living 

standards of the high income groups in urban areas. The 

investment would have had a greater developmental impact 

if it had been part of an urban low-cost housing scheme 
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given the existing shortage for low income groups. 

The argument that investment in high grade housing 

and office blocks would promote the siting of .new enter

prises in' Uganda may at first appear reasonable. But 

given the, internal imbalances; and the fact that the· 

promotional role'. here was not calculated for any.; iden

tified new projects, these imbalances were perpetuated 

rather than corrected by the UDC. 

Investments in Lombard (Ltd) can also be viewed 

in this light since the company catered for the hire pur

chase of luxury goods by a very limited high-income 

group. This operation eventually failed, but the feature 
of promoting inequality had been planted. 

(v) Capital-Intensive and Vertical Integration .Biases. 

We have seen earlier that the textile mill continued to 

expand as a vertically-integrated plan which reduced 

employment impact, income spread, and regional develop

ment. Similarly, for all other processing andindustr.i

al enterprises,' UDC omitted to study the alternatives 

of devolving the processes onto cooperatives and small

scale enterprises, except in the tea and livestock sectors. 

1962-1970 

The .economic trends from the previous period. became gov

erned by the First and Second Five-Year Development Plans 

1961-66 and 1966-70. Apart from the Plans themselves,. 

a machinery for Central Planning was established with 

the Chairmen of UDC and of Uganda Electricity Board as 

Members of the Planning Commission .. 

Other important factors included: 

- constitutional changes in 1966 after which government 

adopted more socialistic policies culminating in 1970 
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with the acquisition of majority interests in Banks, 

Insurance-Compa-ni-eis Imer-maJor private enterprises in 
all sectors 1 

- the 1948 East African High Commission was replaced by 

the East African Common Services Organisation on 

Tanzanian independence in 1961. In 1967 it was trans

formed by Treaty into The East African Community. 

The agricultural sector continued to dominate the 

economy: exports of cotton and coffee amounted to 70 

per cent, with tea. taking a gradually larger share. 

GDP increased by an average 3.9 per cent per annum during 
the period. 

The 1969 census and projected estimates showed that 

of the total population of 9.5m, 0.8m lived in urban 
areas, the density of which ranged from 30 persons per 
sq.km. in the North to 71 in the South West. 

The same period saw rapid growth of UDC investments, 

propelled by the following. 

(i) The political and economic desires of post-independ

ence government, e.g. 

- Uganda Spinning Mill, 1967: integrated cotton yarn 

manufacture; final project form directed by govern
ment; total cost almost equalled UDC share capital. 

- up-country town hotels, 1969: government directed. 

- Meat Canning Factory by direction. 

- Vegetable growing by direction to take over exist-

ing enterprise. 

(ii) Greater tendency of local and overseas investors to 

seek UDC participation, e.g.: 

- iron and steel 

- hoe manufacture 

- jute bags m~nufacture 

- shirt. factory 
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(iii) UDC's own initiatives: tannery; salt project; 

National Park lodges; and several new agricultural 

schemes. 

(iv) UDe expansions: second cement factory; textile 

printing; fertilisers; tea; ranching. 

(v) UDC consolidation: banking. 

A brief mention of UDC involvement in thef.inance 

sector will illustrate some of the consolidating mechan

isms which it adopted. Ugandan Bank Ltd was registered 

as Bank for purposes of inter-company lending and borrow

ings, and was managed by UDC's Finance and Accounts Div

ision. It was designed to use temporary surplus funds 

from some Group Companies for short-term lending to 

others, and to keep the net advantages of deposits/over

draft within the Group. 

Uganda Crane Industries Ltd was devised to attract 

the institutional inflow of new capital, mainly from over

seas private and governmental finance institutions. It 

was a Holding Company with a mix of shares of three prof

itable and dividend-paying Subsidiary Companies, and of 

two Companies (Agricultural Enterprises Ltd, and Uganda 

Hotels Ltd) at stages of development. In the latter 

two cases, private investors would not have subscribed 

capital directly due to the fact that profitability was 

likely only in the long term, at levels dependent on 

external factors·. 

UDC initially held all the shares of Crane Indus

tries with the intention of selling off as much as poss

ible. As an incentive, a guaranteed dividend of eight 

per cent was stipulated, together with an option for any 

buyer to resell part or all of his shares back to UDC at 

any time by giving six months' notice. 

UDC was thus in a position to attract lump sum 

capital for medium and long-term investment at the cost 

of foregoing some 'of the dividends from its three Sub-
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sidiary Companies. Basically, the advantage was lump 

sum untied capital as opposed to yearly dividends for 

financing any new project more satisfactorily. 

Development Finance Company of Uganda was formed 

by unc, in equal partnership with the British and German 

Government Development Corporations; with the intention 

of promoting medium-scale private enterprises. 

Concurrent investment in large-scale projects with

out further government subscription to UDC capital led 

to cash flow problems in the last part of the period. 

By 1970, new loans were no longer being made to small

scale industries. Similarly, increased technical and 

professional management requirements in diverse fields 

caused stress in the management structure in the face 

of post-independence pressure for Ugandanisation. UDC 

commissioned independent Management Consultants to re

view the Corporation in 1967 and again in 1969, result

ing in modifications designed to coordinate Group train

ing, to improve investment management, ··and to use better 

systems of recruitment, performance evaluation, and 

succ.ession. 

ENTROPIC QUALITIES 

A. Political 

Immediate post-independence conceptions of political in

dependence and the executive powers of government, moti

vated government to make significant amendments to the 

UDC Act. It is to be expected that in any circumstances, 

some amendments and rationalisation of Colonial Laws will 

follow upon Independence to take account of a country's 

new sovereignty. In the case of the UDC Act; the amend

ments went further than rationalisation - even though 

the current Five-Year Development Plan and government 
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statements did not refer to any change in basic objec

tives or in the role of UDC. 

The most important change was the removal of auto

nomy as early as 1963. Section 6 of the Act was amended 

to read: 

The Minister may give to the Corporation such directions 
as to the exercise and performance by the Corporation 
of its functions under this Act as appear to the Minister. 
to be requisite in the public interest, and the Corpora
tion shall give effect to any such directions. 

It might be thought that under ministerial collec

tive responsibility and answerability to the Legislature, 

this type of provision is in practice not radically dif

ferent to the original UDC one. For example, in nation

alised industry operations in the UK, Ministers rarely 

use the powers of direction which they hold. However, 

in an LDC situation the calibre, development perceptions, 

and responsibility status of the Minister concerned are 

highly significant in the functioning of an NDC. 

In the UDC case, there was no obligation under the 

then prevailing cabinet system to refer anything concern

ing UDC to Cabinet or to Parliament, except the statutory 

Annual Reports and Accounts. This meant that the Minister, 

for example, could hire and fire UDC Group staff at any 

level if he could attach some 'public interest' .label to 

such actions. He could write letters of direction on any 

operational aspect of UDC or on new projects, whether or 

not these had been studied by UDC or his own Ministry. 

A good example of such action was when the Minister 

direcfed UDC to award the large Tender for the second 

cement works to a particular firm on the pretext of speedy 

execution in the'public interest'. At that time, eleven 

international Tender quotations were being evaluated and 

compared before final consideration by the UDC Board. 

Obviously, the East African Agent of the firm concerned 
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had attempted to bypass tender procedures and managed 

to influence the Hinister. In this case, the UDC Board 

interpreted its own powers in the Act and rejected the 

Ministerial directive which, incidentally, was not form

al enough in that he did not quote the Section of the 

Act under which he was writing his directive. Previous 

letters of direction on the same subjec't were written 

by the Minister's Permanent Secretary on the Minister's 

orders, and all were ignored by UDC. 

The same supplier's Agents independently prepared 

numerous Turnkey projects and submitted proposals for 

execution directly to the Minister, after reading through 

the National Development Plan. In· turn, the Minister 

directed UDC to implement these projects as proposed, 

but his directions were again ignored. 

In this particular incident, rational action by 

UDC prevailed over irrational ministerial directives; 

the Minister was dismissed for this and other reasons. 

However~ the amendments to the Act set the stage for 

signif·icant shifts in the role of UDC as a 'market' NDC 

according to original conceptions. The main effects 

were: 

- tension and conflict instead of coordination between 

the administering Ministry and UDC; 

- the Board lost much of its initiative and zeal through 

not knowing whether or not the Minister responsible. at. 

the time would be thinking along the same lines; 

- predominance of salesmanship tactics by machinery sup

pliers, which tended to determine the direction of new 

projects regardless of priorities or viability; 

- genuine investors no longer felt the samme confidence 

in the finality of Board authority; 

- pressure for political or prestige projects without 

financial redress to UDC could have led the latter to 
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play a negative role in development. This also appli

ed to the ambiguousness of the mix of 'market' and 

'social' profitability, introduced by the amendment. 

The second political. factor was the change in gov~ 

ernment development strategy a year before the end of the· 

Second Five-Year Development Plan in May 1970. The change 

was defined well enough in terrnsof adopting pub·lic sec

tor: dominance as a· long,...term strategy. Government began 

taking· over existing major private enterprises, including 

banks. Many industrial enterprises were turned. over to 

UDC to manage on behalf of government·, while others either 

had direct Ministry of Finance representation or were· 

subjected to other Parastatals·to manage. Hence, the 

management of na.tionalised indus.tries was· added to UDC' s 

development role - straining efficiency and. distracting 

from new initiatives to a greater degree than otherwise 

would have· been the case .. 

Thirdly, politics was conceived by many as a source 

of income. In order to maintain support, members of the 

ruling group were tempted to use their positions to place 

adherents in jobs through channels which operated.com

pletely outside UDC~established systems of recruitment, 

training and promotion. Not only was efficiency lowered. 

this way, but the necessary cooperation, management dis

cipline, team work, and company loyalties also suffered 

increasing setbacks throughout the UDC Group. At the 

Board level, more and more political appointees were 

introduced for: similar reasons and with the. same effects. 

On the whole, these ingredients of negative.polit

ical influence have been experienced and continue to plague 

the majority ofNDCs elsewhere, tending to limit the scope 

of an' NDe's effectiveness in development. 
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B. "Arising From UDC 

(a) ManagementncapacfEy ancr fTnancTarconstraints 

Although the UDC maintained its management structure, 

its manpower content became overstretched by the escala

tion of management functions. 

The formidable financial strains were not caused 

only by governmentdirectivesi UDC worsened the position 

by: 

(i) The self-financing method followed by its Subsid

iary Company in respect of the £2.Sm cement fac

tory. Group Cash Flow could have been better if 

this profitable project had utilised outside loans. 

(ii) Unchecked growth of unproductive overheads, e.g. 

a new Head Office Marketing Services Division 

which duplicated the sales departments of special

ist subsidiaries. Again, considerations of pres

tige rather than of needs were behind the expen

sive office furnishings, types and number of office 

cars, standard of staff housing. Increasing ex

penses for such items bear no relation to develop

ment promotion~ In the majority of NDCs elsewhere 

"it is common to find that soon after establishment, 

one of the main concerns is to put up prestigious 

office blocks and residences. 

(iii) The system of funding new projects obscured more 

accurate three-four year Cash Flow estlmates. 

Action on predicted shortfalls tended to come too 

late. When a Subsidiary Company is formed to im

plement a new project, its Cash Flow and profit

ability are projected. UDC advanced interest-free 

loans (until 1969, after which charges were made) 

up to the operational stage, when advances were 

capitalised into equity and partly into formal 

loans, as the capital structure required. When 
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several new companies operate concurrently in 

this way, their capital structure may appear ad

verse, while at the same time the UDC's own books 

show credits (loans or advances), which later are 

suddenly converted into equity which would take 

more years to yield dividends. The element con

verted into loans also took many years to repay 

in that the terms were not strictly geared to the 

respective company's cash flow projections: this 

was due to the paternal protection of UDC. Accu

rate and thorough financial planning was not un

dertaken by UDC. 

Increasing cash shortfalls led UDC frequently 

to take unwise decisions. Short-term funds (es

pecially deposits with Ugadev Bank) were used to 

finance long-term projects for maintaining imple

mentation work, leading to worse financial prob

lems for subsequent periods. 

(iv) Despite the diversity of the projects, the UDC 

attempted to impose a degree of uniformity and 

standardisation among subsidiaries. This was in

compatible with the subsidiary autonomy necessary 

to maximise development of the various speciali

ties. Moreover, uniform bonus systems and per

formance evaluation merely resulted in higher 

wage bills, in most cases unrelated to production. 

(v) Trends which discouraged labOUr-intensive tech

nologies were unchecked: e.g. automation of print

ing and finishing. in the expansion of the textile 

mill; automation of tea processing by CTC capital

intensive method; mechanisation of a wide area of 

handling in Group enterprises. 

(vi) Trends of the previous period of vertical central

isation of projects continued except for the tea 
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and livestock enterprises. The only other proj.ect 

to. have wide lateral linkages was East African 

Distilleries which relied entirely on numerous 

cooperatives and small.-scale producers for its 

main raw materials. 

C. Conclusion 

The combined play of the types of political and internal 

factors mentioned above are entropic to an NDC operation, 

however well designed it may be.. The element of growing 

corruption in government machineries has left very few 

LDCs unscathed, and imposes negative results on many 

NDCs. 

1971-1979 

Background 

Amin seized power through a military coup in January 1971. 

The army was immediately purged by reprisal killings and 

dismissals to make place for Amin's minority ethnic sol

diers and ill-train.ed non-Ugandan conscripts who provided 

his power base for rule by force and terror. The killings 

and terror tactics extended to all sections of the civil

ian population for the next seven years, with an estimated 

death toll of up to 200,000 and many more who fled the 

country as refugees. 

The Asian community who had dominated the trade 

sector were expelled en masse at the end of 1972, foliow

ed by the nationalisation of all British interests in 

1973. Strained relations led to the collapse of the East 

African Community at the end of 1976. 

For Uganda, this period represents a unique case 

of a reversal of economic and social progress which led 

it to become a feeble state, with the following character

istics. 
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(a) Dependence on subsistence production. Before 1971, 

GDP comprised on average 70 per cent monetary and 

30 per cent sUbsistence sectors. After 1972, 

monetary sector production declined to 67.8 per 

cent in 1973 and to 66.5 per cent in' 1974, with 

9imilar declines for subsequent years. 

The majority of the population, the peasant 

farmers, concentrated on subsistence production 

as a preferred means of living under adverse circum

stances. Due to a relative availability of land, 

the economy stopped short of total collapse owing 

to this subsistence production, even though in

puts such as hoes and.ox ploughs could only be ob

tained intermittently. 

(b) Black marketeering and smuggling dominated the 

trade sector. Black market prices (the real meas

ure of supply and demand conditions) took over from 

'official' prices effectively from 1974 onwards 

when massive price controls were decreed. Corrup

tion pervaded all sectors of activities on a scale 

hitherto unknown. 

(c) Foreign exchange limitations halted the flow of raw 

materials for existing enterprises, most of which 

were drained of trained manpower. Military ex

penditure rose to over 54 per cent of total govern

ment expenditure in 1953 (figures from Public Sal.

aries Commission Report 1973-74), moving to over 

60 per cent in subsequent years. The added 1973 

oil crisis meant that foreign exchange allocations 

for the productive sectors became negligible. 

(d) A breakdown occurred in government administration 

and Local Authorities. Military tribunals with 

undefined powers took over the judiciary. Govern

ment audits were abandoned, and rule was by dic

tatorship decrees. 
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Impact on UDC 

Early in 1972, the Third Five-Year Development Plan was 

published, the preparation of which had be~n started 

before the coup as a carryover of the Second Plan. The 

Plan provided, inter alia, for re-allocation of responsi

bilities among existing state Corporations and for the 

setting-up of new ones. In particular, UDC as a wide 

sector NDC was to be limited to industrial and mining 

development. 

The intended changes were found appropriate by UDC, 

provided that its capital structure and new design were 

rationally modified. When the Asian group was expelled, 

however, government not only allocated many of their 

properties and enterprises to the then existing para

statals, but also created new ones to manage some of the 

enterprises. By the end of 1975, there were 23 para

statal corporations, ten of which had been created by 
Decrees of 1972 with only cryptic definitions of their 

objectives and roles, . and of how they were expected to 
function in the long run. Most had only nominal capital 

and yet were expected by the military regime to function 

'with immediate effect'. 

Asian and British businesses and properties were 

allocated as follows: 
residential and shop premises to the newly created 

Abandoned Property Custodian Board; 

retail, wholesale, garag~, and small enterprise prem
ises and stocks to the public, mainly army elites and 

Nubians (ethnic adherents of Arnin); 

other enterprises to the old and new Corporations and 

to some government ministries (especially warehouses 

and offices). The Corporations were allocated 250 

enterprises with UDC leading the list. By 1975 this 

list was roughly as follows: 
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UDC: 73 industrial and agricultural enterprises. 

Initially the number fluctuated between' 120 and 

150 as new ones were added (British firms in 

1973), while other smaller- or medium-scale 

units were retaken for allocation to private 

Nubian individuals. 

Uganda Tea Authority: 

26 Asian and British,tea estates, some of: which 

were with UDC's Agricultural, Enterprises Ltd. 

Produce Marketing Board: 

80 enterprises - small-scale units in crop pro

cessing sector other than lint and coffee. 

Wood Industry Corporation: 

19 - newly crea,ted to run the timber enterprises 

of deported Asians. 

Lint Marketing Board: 

17 - mostly cottonseed oil mills and soap works. 

Steel Ihdustry Corporation: 

10 - created to take over UDC's Steel Corpora

tion of E.A Ltd and allied industries of deported 
Asian's. 

Uganda Advisory Board of Trade: 

8 - Newly created to license imports and exports. 

Enterprises allocated were supermarkets and manu

facturing enterprises supplying the shops. 

A major reorganisation of parastatals in 1974 and 

1975 created several Corporations which took over 30 

subsidiaries of UDC but 'without rationalisation of UDC's 

financial position. The Companies allocated, to UDC were 

only for managerial purposes on behalf of government. 

Their accounts did 'not appear in UDC's Consolidated Group, 

Accounts. The new Corporations were: 

(a) Uganda Cement Corporation, which took over the prof

it-making Uganda Cement Industry Ltd from UDC. 

I 
I 
J-
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(b) Uganda Steel Corporation, as above. 

(c) Uganda Tourist Corporation, took over Uganda Hotels 

Ltd. 

(d)' National Textile Board, took over the profitable 

Nyanza Textiles, garment enterprises, and the 

spinning mill. 

(e) Uganda Tea Authority, originally created to handle 

all tea exports, was made by decree to own UDC's 

Agrictil.tural enterprises. 

(f) Produce Marketing Board, took over the profitable 

grain milling UDC subsidiary. 

UDC's Livestock Industry Ltd was taken over by the 

Ministry of Animal Industry which had not yet formulated 

a Corporation decree for this function. 
When UDC worked out the financial implications of 

these takeovers (which did not specify the taking-over 
of liabilities by the new Corporations) and presented it 

to the Minister of Industry, the regime took the strange 

step of appointing the Chairman of UDC as Director of 

Projects in the President's Office with a seat in the 
then redundant cabinet, while continuing in his original 

post. The coverage of Projects was to include not only 

UDC but all governmental project implementation - a func
tion that formerly resorted under a department of the 

Director of Planning and Economic Development. 

In 1975, the Directors of Projects and of Planning 

were detained, to be released in 1976, following the 
current system of rule by mass terror, killings, imprison

ment and detentions. 
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Conclusion 

DUring the period 1971-79, UDC was unable to play any 

development role, and could not m~intain the level ach

ieved through its previous promotional activities. By 

the end of the period, established enterprises, includ

ing those taken over, were largely idle, their average 

production rate being only 30 per cent of 1970 levels, 

while about half of them had ceased production altogether. 

This situation was characteristic of the whole economy. 

No new'projects were undertaken by UDC and the new 

parastatal bodies. Those under implementation were dis

continued with the exception of t~e Salt project which 

continued at a slow rate due to cOIT~itted external aid 

at the beginning of the period. 

It is clear that the Amin g'Yver=ent had no develop

ment policy. What appeared as a shift to a public sector 

strategy had no direction nor perspective goals. Seized 

or nationalised enterprises were allocated to individuals. 

The government's military expenditure was massive, but it 

initiated no new development projec'ts in the social and 

economic sectors. Only the following prestige projects 

were undertaken by the gover=ent: 

- Colour T.V, for the 1975 OAU Summit 

- External broadcasting, for the 1975 OAU Summit 

- Electrification of Oraba (Amin's purported village) 

- Earth Communications Satellite in West Nile (Amin's 

District) 

- Purchases of reconditioned aircraft for Uganda Air 

(intended for military use). 

As is now obvious, the reorganisation of state 

enterprises was irrational and lacked any policy content. 

Marketing Boards were forced to mix their primary func

tions with the management of nationalised enterprises 

which were allocatable to individuals at any time. New 

f r 
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Boards for textiles, cement, and steel merely introduced 

expensive overheads without increasing management cap

aCity, let alone 'capacity for expansions. UDC became 

more of a government's Managing Agent and its role as an 
NDC practically ceased. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

State Action and NDCs 

From both the national and global framework, it is clear 

that the development processes of LDCs necessarily in

volve a high degree of rational state actions. Whenever 

appropriate, this includes -the establishment of an NDC or 

speicalised NDCs, or the reorganisation of existing ones, 

for the achievement of development objectives in the 

intermediate and long-terms. Alternatively, a state may 

adopt a public sector strategy. 

As instruments of development, NDCs are not pecu

liar to LDCs. Many industrialised non-centrally planned 

economies or their groupings such as the EEC, have found 

it necessary to estab'lish similar governmental bodies 

in order to alleviate the plight of relatively depressed 

areas or sectors. In all LDC subregions, Regional De

velopment Banks have. become essential machineries in 

strengthening all forms of cooperation schemes. 

At the national level, the UDC example has revealed 

that, given rational state action in establishing an 

NOC, inherent negative factors may still come into play, 

over time which tend increasingly to deflate any posi

tive development role. These forces may arise from the 

overall characteristics of an LDC, from state action, 

or from within the NDC itself. 

Some contradictions require explication here: 
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a case is made for rational intervention by the 

state considering all of its (decision-taker's) 

aims. 

(b) presentation of the role of an NDC as an Agent of 

(a) within state guidelines. 

(c) irrational actions by the state decision-takers 

generally, 'and as they affect its NDC. 

(d) NDC as an autonomous force to counteract (c). 

Discounting random negative forces arising from 

natural causes, or international events over which both 

the state and its NDC have no control, two contradictions 

arise: 

Firstly, (c) contradicts (a) 

Secondly, (d) contradicts (a), (b) and (c) because 

the NDC itself generates certain retarding qualities, 

dominated by financial and managerial drawbacks discussed 

above. 

The inhibiting forces against development in an 

LDC do not preclude rational state formulation and es

tablishment of one or more NDCs with definitive object

ive.s and guidelines. Because of the existence of options 

and past experience, it is possible for an NDC to mini

mise forces within itself which otherwise would retard 

its operations directed to the promotion of development. 

It can consolidate its position, adhere to its basic ob

jectives, and counteract some of the subsequent irration

al actions by the state, its Principal (e.g. UDC's 

successful clash with a Minister) . 

Positive features which can be built into the de

sign of an NDC concern clarity of its status; governing 

guidelines which allow flexibility; appropriate capital 

structuring and Board composition; and orientation to 

maximal employment and incomes impact. Formal annual 

accountability should be expanded to include mandatory 

1-
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five or six yearly Reviews of a"ll aspects of the NDe 

directed to: if necessary, re-focussing investment 

pattern to subsectors which would enhance its develop

ment rolej ensuring that its organisational structure 

and content are compatible with current and projected 

commitmentsj ensuring appropriate capital structure 

and financial control. All this "is best done by an 

independent and competent body for Board and legislative 

considerations. 
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Chairman's Office 
(formerl)' Investrr"nt 
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39 44 55 12 

(2) The Operations Adviser reported direct to the Chairman. Be was seconded to Uganda. Air Ltd. in 1970. (Still on U.D.C. payroll) 

(3) Total included four Executives undergoing tl'f;lining overseas 

(4) One Executive is currently receiving training before transfer to Uganda Botels Limited 

(5) The tva Executives w~re engaged on PR activities, and l"'f'1Orted tG the Chairman prior to the foroation of the Administration Divislon in January. 1970 

(6) The total included two accounts assistants later promoted to executive grade. 

(7) Adviser first attached to Investment Managenent Division. until transfer to Finance and Accounts after the secoTld orgar.isation re',:iew 1.0 1969. 

(8) Lib;o.rian later promoted to executive grade. 



CHART 3. Companies in the UDC Group, by Sector and Type (1967-1969-1972) 

at April 1967 at April 1969 1 nt May 1972 
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CHART 4. ODC's Investment in Subsidiary and Associated Companies (May 1972) 
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Notes: (1) Issued Share Capital not fully paid up. 

(2) Issued Share Capital includes 'BI Ordinary Shares (£27.6 thousand) 

(3) Issued share Capital includes ~ Preference Shares (£;28.7 thousand) 

(4) Issued Share Capital.includea rJIs Preference Shares (£20.0 thousand) 

). 

Own 

TICAF 

K.C.C.LTD. 

KlLEMBJ> 

Own 

Own 

BJORDAL 

(5) Issued Shara Capital includes ~ Preference Shares (£163.8 thousand) &: IBI Ordinary Share~ (£.131.2 Ulousund) 

Uganda Hotela Ltd. alao act as managing agents f'or the Nile Hotel and the Kampala ln~ernational Bctel 

Solutes Limited previoualS shown in Food Products sector and. Umgo Development Company Limited 

similarly in A;:riculturul Sector. 
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CHART 5. CHANGES IN UDe's INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO 1967-1972 

The following companies became part of the Group from April 1967 onwards: 

Papco Industries Limited 

Uganda Bags and Hessian Mills Limited 

Uganda Crane Estates Limited 

Uganda Spinning Mill Limited 

The Uganda Fish Marketing Corporation (1969) Limited 

Uganda Air Limited 

Woolfram Investments Limited' 

Bjordal Mines Limited 

Itama Mines Limited 

Uganda Aviation Services Limited 

Lebel (East Africa) Limited 

1971 Agrochemicals Limited 

1971 Teso Hides and Skins Limited 

(Total of 13 companies in 5 years) 

1967 

1968 

1968 

1968 

1963 

1969 

1969 

1970 

The following companies were deleted from the Group's portfolio from April, 
1967, onwards: 

Uganda Milk Processing Company Limited 
(Transferred to Government) : 

Acholi Ranching Company Limited (absorbed by ULI) 

Teso Ranching Company Limited ( absorbed by ULI) 

Lango Ranching Company Limited (absorbed by ULI) 

,Bunyoro Ranching Company Limited (absorbed by ULI) 

Carbonite Limited (Wound Up) 

T.U.F.M.A.C. Limited (Wound Up. assets transferred to 
new company) 

Ugadev Banking Limited (Dissolved) 

1970 Universal Asbestos Manufacturing Company (E.A.) 
Limited (Absorbed in U.C.I) 

1970 Toro Development Company Limited (Transferred to Government) 

1971 Kampala International Hotel (Taken over by the Government) 

1971 Ugadev Properties'Incorporated (Dissolved) 

1971 Uganda Fishnet Manufacturers Limited (Shareholding Sold) 

(Total of 13 companies i~ 5 years) 
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